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Other Stories and Girls at War and -Other Stories. 

POEMS 

i 
11 There Was a Young Man in Our Hall," University Herald (Ibadan) 4, 

3 :( 1951-52), 19. 

"Flying," Okike, 4 .'(1973), 47-48. 

"The Old Man and the Census," Okike, 6 (1974), 41-42. 

·- -----
Soul Brother and 

___./' 
All other poems ha~e been collected in Beware, ----------------

Chinua Achebe is arguably the most discussed writer of his 

generation. Things Fall Apart, his first novel has become a 

classic in its own time. It has been read and discussed by 

readers throughout the anglophone world and through translation 

into some forty foreign languages. Sales a r e estimated a t in 

excess of 20 million copies. His other novels -- No Longe r at 

Ease, Arrow of God and A Man of the People -- are equally 

r e spected ( e v en it they have not attained the same sales). A 

substantial body of scholarship and criticism has grown up around 

each of the books. 
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Achebe's success as a writer proceeds from his art: he is 

a master of the craft of fiction; he has renewed the form by 

locating it in a new and unexplored locale and he has extended the 

capability of English beyond the limits it had achieved to the 

point when he published his first novel. His control of language 

is absolute and his range of usage exactly appropriate to the 

multiplicity of his i nterests. Nothing is out of place in his 

imaginative work. 

His writing first received attention, however, because of 

the social purposes he assigned to it and to himself as writer. 

Things Fall Apart was published in 1958, two years before Nigerian 

Independence. The timing was superb. For while Africans--

Nigerians in this case -- looked forward with excitement and 

optimism to the political freedom they would attain after more 

than a half-century of colonial rule, Achebe understood the 

necessity of showing his countrymen the strength of their own 

cultures as assisting in the task of nation building, a strength 

if not lost then greatly diminished through the effects of the 
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imposition of an alien culture: 

as far as I am concerned the 

fundamental theme must first be disposed 

of. This theme -- put quite simply -- is 

that African people did not hear of 

culture for the first time from Europeans; 

that their societies were not mindless but 

frequently had a philosophy of great depth 

and value and beauty, that they had poetry 

and, above all, they had dignity. It is 

this dignity that African people all but 

lost during the colonial period, and it is 

this that they must now regain. The worst 

thing that can happen to any people is the 

loss of their dignity and self-respect. 

The writer's duty is to help them r egain 

it by showing them in human t e rms what 

happened to them, what they lost • 
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Perhaps what I write is applied art as 

distinct from pure. But who cares? Art 

is important but so is education of the 

kind I have in mind . 

Interested in stories and story-telling from his youth, 

Achebe had his interest in becoming a writer confirmed when he 

encountered Joyce Cary's novel Mister Johnson as a student at 

University College Ibadan: 

one of the things that probably 

finally decided me was a novel set in 

Nigeria by Joyce Cary. I regard him as 

one of the outstanding British writers of 

the first part of this century. Now he 

was in this country as an Administrative 

Officer during the First World War and he 

wrote this novel called Mister Johnson, 

which is quite famous, and I feel that 

it's not in spite of this man's 
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ability, in spite of his sympathy and 

understanding, he could not get under the 

skin of his African. They just did not 

communicate. And I felt if a good writer 

could make this mess perhaps we ought to 

try our hand. 

For Achebe, then, Johnson represents the worst kind of 

presentation of Africans by Europeans, the more so because Cary 

was working hard at getting the presentation right and not writing 

fiction which deliberately, often cynically exploited the 

stereotypes of Africans and African society which informed the 

hundreds of novels written by Englishmen about Africa during the 

imperial-colonial period. It was precisely because Cary was a 

liberal-minded and sympathetic writer as well as colonial 

administrator that Achebe felt the record had to be set straight. 

Achebe's purpose then is to write about his own people and 

for his own people. His four novels to date form a continuum of 

time over some 100 years of Igbo civilisation. Europeans have not 
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yet penetrated Umuof ia, the setting of the first novel, when it 

begins. When it ends colonial rule has been established, 

significant change has taken place and the character of the 

community, its values and freedoms, substantially and irrevocably 

altered. Arrow of God, the third published novel has much the 

same setting as Things Fall Apart with the difference that 

colonial rule has been consolidated and the lives of the villagers 

is completely circumscribed by it. The action of No Longer at 

Ease ( the second published novel) takes place in the period 

immediately before independence from British colonial rule in 

Nigeria and A Man of the People is located in an unspecified 

African country (strongly resembling Nigeria) in the immediate 

post-independence 'period. The novels therefore fo r m an 

imaginative history of a segment of a major group of people in 

what eventually became Nigeria seen from the perspective of a 

Christian Igboman. Achebe has said in various places that the 

fact of his Christian upbringing was important in his evolution as 

a writer: 
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"I was born in Ogidi in Eastern Nigeria of 

devout Christian parents. The line 

between Christian and non-Christian was 

much more definite in my village 40 years 

ago than it is today. When I was growing 

up I remember we tended to look down on 

the others. We were called in our 

language "the people of the church" or 

"the association of God." The others were 

called, with the conceit appropria t e to 

the followers of the true religion, the 

heathen or e v en "the people of 

nothing" We lived at the 

crossroads of culture s . We s t ill do today 

On one arm of the cross we sang 

hymns and read the Bible night and day. 

On the other my father's brother and his 

family, blinded by heathenism, o f f e red 
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food to idols. That was how it was 

supposed to be anyhow. But I knew, 

without knowing why, that it was too 

simple a way to describe what was going on 

What I do remember was a 

fascination for the ritual and the life on 

the other arm of the crossroads. And I 

believe two things were in my favour--

that curiosity, and the little distance 

imposed between me and it by the accident 

of my birth. The distance becomes not a 

separation but a bringing together like 

the necessary backward step which a 

judicious viewer may take to see a canvas 

steadily and fully." 

The duality Achebe describes in his experience of the 

religious traditions of his people, viewed from a "little 

distance", the Christian rituals which shaped his upbringing, he 
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later detected in the Igbo religion itself and it is this 

recognition that has shaped his art, which might be said to be a 

controlling metaphor of it. He writes: 

"The Igbo world is an arena for the 

interplay of forces. It is a dynamic 

world of movement and flux . In 

some cultures an individual may worship 

one of the gods or goddesses in the 

pantheon and pay scant attention to the 

rest. In Igbo religion such selectiveness 

would be unthinkable. All the people must 

placate all the gods all the time! For 

there is a cautionary proverb which states 

that even when a person has satisfied Udo 

completely he may be killed by Ogwugwu! 

The degree of peril propounded by this 

proverb is only dimly apprehended until 

one realises that Ogwugwu is Udo's loving 
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consort." 

Given Achebe's purposes as an artist the duty to the 

art and the social purposes he has said he means it to serve--

one can say that his is a distinctly Igbo sensibility (whatever 

corresponde nces one might identify between his and those of 

artists in other places and cultures). His art reflects in a l l of 

its variety the endl ess permutations of the essential duality of 

Igbo life. The connection between this world view and artistic 

irony is of course apparent. Achebe's art is essentially an art 

of irony, from the simple to the profound . What makes Achebe's 

irony different from that of writers from purely literary cultures 

is that while their uses of irony are cultivated, his is 

instinctive, generating as it does from the substance of the 

culture and inseparable from it. 

This, then, was the dual society into which Achebe was 

born on 16th November, 1930, and which he grew up in. His father 

was a catachist for the Church Missionary Society and Achebe's 

primary education was the society's school in his village, Ogidi. 
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He was eight, he tells us, when he began to learn English and 14 

when he went, as one of the few boys selected, to the Government 

College at Umuahia, along with Government College Ibadan in 

western Nigeria and Ughelli school in the Niger delta, one of the 

best schools in West Africa. He matriculated in 1948 to the 

recently founded University College, Ibadan as a member of the 

first class. He intended to study medicine. He soon switched to 

English literary studies and followed a syllabus which almost 

exactly resembled the University of London Honours degree, Ibadan 

being then a constituent college of the University of London. He 

contributed stories, essays and sketches to the University Herald. 

(These stories were published in 1972 in a larger collection 

entitled Girls at War and Other Stories . ) It was after graduating 

in 1953 that he became confirmed in his purpose to be a writer, 

the incentive supplied as was noted by his response to t h e 

depiction of Nigeria in the Joyce Cary novel. 

Even so there was a 5 year gap between the stories which 

appeared in the university pape r and the publication of Things 
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In that interval Achebe taught for a year and then 

embarked upon a twelve year career as a Talks Producer for the 

Nigerian Broadcasting Corporation. In 1957 he went to London to 

attend the British Broadcasting Corporation Staff School. One of 

his teachers there was the British novelist and liter ary critic, 

Gilbert Phelps . Phelps recognised the unique quality of Thin gs 

Fall Apart and recommended it for publication. So on its first 

try the book which has become a twentieth century classic went 

safely int o print . Achebe has remarked that he never had t he 

experience of the struggling artist. 

The struggle of course went on in the creation of t he 

novel. Conceived first as a story which dea l t with the lives of 

three men in a family over three generations -- of Okonkwo, Nwoye 

(who bec ame Isaac) and Obi Okonkwo -- the novel was divided int o 

three parts with two of the part s eventual ly expanded to t e ll t he 

story of sepa r a te lives, Okonkwo's and Obi Okonkwo's. Nwoye's 

story has never been told (though interes t i ng specula t ive ar t icle s 

on what that lif e comprise d have been publishe d by c r itics a nd 
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scholars in the field of literary criticism.) 

There are a number of related reasons why there was a gap 

between the stories of student days and the publication of Things 

Fall Apart. There was the purely practical reason of finding time 

to write in the midst of a busy professional life. As Achebe has 

said, he and his peers among Nigerian writers "wrote with their 

left hands" as it were. But the reasons were more profound. 

Having determined that one of his purposes was essentially a 

political one -- to set straight the record propounded about 

Nigerian life by Europeans, to establish in fictional forms that 

11 African people did not hear of culture for the first time from 

Europeans; that their societies were not mindless but frequently 

had a philosophy of great depth and value and beauty," he had to 

find out in more detail than he knew at the time what that 

philosophy was, and in what consisted its depth and value and 

beauty. More than that, and most difficult and elusive in 

accounting for, he had to discover the appropriate form and 

language for his fictional evocations. 
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As Achebe admits he largely "picked up" the history of his 

society: "this was the life that interested me, partly the life I 

lived and the life that was lived around me, supported by what I 

heard in conversation -- I was very keen on listening to old 

people -- and what I learned from my fat her, so it was sort of 

picked up here and there . There was no research in the library if 

that is what you mean." But as Wren shows through his researches 

it is very likely that Achebe was aware of and read the writing of 

colonial administrators and missionaries, especially the quasi-

anthropological treatises of G. T . Basden who was a c l ose friend of 

Achebe's father (he in fact married Achebe's parents and who was 

honoured by Achebe's village, Ogidi, with a carved tusk.) Like 

Cary, presumably, Basden's heart was in the right place and it was 

precisely because he was sincere and earnest that his woefully 

wrongheaded interpretations of Igbo customs could not go 

unchallenged. He was, inelluctably, one of those who through his 

writing, contribute d to the "almost complete disa ster for the 

black races • the warped men ta 1 att i tudes of both black and 
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the traumatic experience [that] possesse[d] the 

sensibility" which was the legacy of Africa's long encounter with 

Europe. Achebe presumably read Basden's and others' accounts and 

absorbed them into his sensibility. 

But while he conceived his role as partly that of 

"teacher" -- "perhaps what I write is applied art as distinct from 

pure. But who cares?" -- he is not a "preacher": 

I'm very fully aware and fully conscious 

of the dangers of idealization . . • I 

bend over backwards to paint in all the 

unsavoury, all the unfavourable aspects of 

that culture. Because what I think I am 

is a kind of witness and I think I would 

not be doing justice to my cause if I 

could be faulted on the matter of truth. 

(Ravenscroft-Johnson interview) 

In this comment we see reconciled two impulses in Achebe: his 

authorial me thods and craftsmanship belie the nonchalance of his 
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comment on applied as distinct from pure art and the implied 

paradox that for the application to be fully effective the art 

must be consumate is resolved. 

Things Fall Apa.rt is "an act of atonement with my past, 

the ritual return a.nd homage of a prodigal son." The novel tells 

the story of Okonkwo and his life and career in the village of 

Umuofia. Born of a dilatory father, Unoka, a wastrel, a man known 

in "all the clan for the weakness of his machete and his hoe", 

(who nonetheless embodies qualities admirable in themselves if not 

admired and supported in the clan), Okonkwo is determined through 

hard work to achieve the highest titles in his clan. He embodies 

the qualities most valued by his people (if i n an exaggerated 

form) -- energy, a strong sense of purpose, a sense of communal 

cooperativness which at the same time is marked by a strong sense 

of indivuality . When we meet him Okonkwo's fame is a l ready 

established : "Okonkwo was well-known throughout the nine villages 

and even beyond. His fame rested on solid personal achievements". 

As a young man he had thrown Amalinze, The Cat "the great wrestler 
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who for seven years was unbeaten from Umuofia to Mbaino .•• in a 

fight which the old men agreed was one of the fiercest since the 

founder of their town engaged a spirit of the wild for seven days 

and seven nights." He thus brought "honor to his village". Since 

that time Okonkwo's fame had grown like a "bush fire in 

harmataan": he had achieved wealth and wives and children and was 

a member of the highest council of the clan. Okonkwo's rise to a 

position of wealth and authority is in part accounted for by the 

strength of his will and his arm. Burdened with an improvident 

father and early failure as a farmer, Okonkwo does not yield to 

despair which would have crushed a lesser man: "it always 

surprised him that he did not sink under t he load of despair. He 

knew he had been a fierce fighter, but that year had been enough 

to break the heart of a lion." Recognising his capacity for 

survival he belives that "since I survived that year", he always 

said, 'I shall survive anything'. He put it down to his 

inflexible will". And it is more than this: as we are told 

Okonkwo's whole life was II dominated by fear, the fear of 
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failure and weakeness ... and so Okonkwo's whole life was ruled by 

one passion -- to hate everything that his father Unoka had 

loved." In metaphysical terms, however, in accordance with the 

beliefs of the clan his success is attributed to his "chi 11
• In 

the concept of the "chi" Achebe secures the philosophical basis of 

the novel, and reveals the essential duality of Igbo belief. 

Okonkwo's success is attributed to a benevolent "chi" just as his 

father, Unoka's, lack of success derives from a malevolent one. 

"Anyone who knew his grim struggle against 

poverty and misfortune could not say he 

had been lucky. If ever a man deserved 

his success, that man was Okonkwo •... At 

most one could say that his 'chi' or 

personal god was good. But the Igbo 

people have a proverb that when a man says 

'yes', his 'chi' says 'yes' also. Okonkwo 

said 'yes' very strongly; so his 'chi' 

agreed." 
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There has been a good deal of discussion about the concept 

of the 'chi' . Citing commentaries by B. I. Chukwukere, E. E. 

Evans-Pritchard and Donatus Nwoga, Kofi Awooner says that "the 

concept of the chi .•. can be simplified and defined as the basic 

operative attributes that are related to the personal god . It is 

agreed that 'chi' is a personal god or man ' s deital expression, 

the ultimate mission brought by man from t he creator's house, a 

deity that makes each man's unique personality or being." Awooner 

goes on: 

Achebe's thematic construc t ion and 

dramatisation of the conflict in Things 

Fall Apart utilises the 'chi' concept. 

The structure of the novel is fi r mly based 

in the principles that are derived from 

this piece of Igbo ontological evidence. 

Oknonwo's life and actions seem t o be 

prescribed by those immutable laws 

inherent in the 'chi' concept . It is the 
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one significant principle that determines 

the rhythm and tragic grandeur of the 

novel. Okonkwo's rise and fall are seen 

in the significant way in which he 

challenges his ' chi' to battle." (p. 260) 

Okonkwo's story is worked out against the background of 

daily life in Umuofia, an agrarian society governed by fixed rules 

in religion and politics, always discussed, debated and ammended 

as circumstances dictate. It is a democratic society where titles 

are taken (or given) on merit -- they are earned -- and can 

equally be taken away if the proscriptions for holding them are 

violated. The tension in the society and at the same time its 

stability arise out of the balance struck between individuality --

which in Okonkwo's case displays itself in a single-minded 

pursuit of acquiring wealth and thus respect and influence --

and communality. Individal enterprise is valued and rewarded. 

But a strong relgious principle keeps this individualism in check. 

Achebe has written that "Ibo society has always been 
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materialistic. This may sound strange because Ibo life had at the 

same time a strong spiritual dimension -- controlled by gods, 

ancestors , personal spirits or 'chi' and magic." 

The "chi" is the dominating ambiguous force in the life of 

an individual; but his life, is also circumscribed by gods, 

ancestors (made visible at certain festive times) and magic. All 

of these forces contain the community in Things Fall Apart which 

displays them in dynamic relationships with the seasons, subject 

to periods of intense labour in the planting and harvest seasons 

broken by periods of leisure; subject to the vagar ies of the 

climate, leavened by song and dance and music. 

This is the society we see in the first (and longest) part 

of the novel, a homogenous society not without its inner tensions 

and problems, both personal and communal, but which operates upon 

codes of religious and poli ticl belief supported by custom. The 

extent to which Okonkwo reflects the values of the society of his 

time is clear from what Achebe has said about that society: 

One of the most important things a man 
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should aim at, first of all, is to be 

strong . I mean not necessarily physically 

strong, though that helps too. I mean a 

man who keeps his word, a man of 

character. Oratory comes into it too --

you should be a man who can stand up and 

make your case, because the government of 

a unit was simply by deliberation, and if 

you want to arrive at any decision, all 

kinds of arguments are put forward -- not 

just a smart talker, your position must 

come from conviction. And things like 

truth and so on -- because we had titles, 

and these titles were more or less bought 

with money I mean you had to be 

wealthy, had to have big farms and so on 

to be able to afford them And to keep 

these titles you had to be above certain 
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things. I mean you weren't supposed to 

tell lies, or to steal, and if you stole 

all your titles went .... Even with the 

Ibo who were very very pragmatic, there 

was nothing that was firm and final •... 

For everything there is an exception and 

this is one of the fundamental things 

about Ibo society". (Whitelaw interview). 

Things Fall Apart has three sections to it: the first is 

set in Urnuofia before the corning of Europeans. As Wren points out 

in a careful analysis of the structure of the book the first part 

of the novel is where Achebe best demonstrates his concern --

without sacrificing the convicingness of his art -- his conviction 

that: 

the past needs to be recreated not 

only for the enlightennrnent of our 

detractors but even more for our own 

education. Because ... the past with all 
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its imperfections, never lacked dignity 

•..• This is where the writer's integrity 

comes in . Will he be strong enough to 

overcome the temptation to select only 

those facts which flatter him? If he 

succumbs he will have branded himself as 

an untrustworhy witness. But it is not 

only his personal integrity as an artist 

which is involved. The credibility of the 

world he is attempting to recreate will be 

called to question and he will defeat his 

won purpose if he is suspected of glossing 

over inconvenient facts." 

Part One which comprises 13 chapters presents the Umuofian 

agricultural year, the games and festivals which are its climax, 

the affairs of prominent citizens and their relations both as 

individuals and as familes within the clan; the arrival in the 

clan of Ikemafuna, the boy who becomes as a son to Okonkwo and, 
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more importantly in terms of the novel's purposes, a l most a 

brother to Okonkwo's son, Nwoye. Following these affairs and 

events in the succeeding chapters of Part One are chapters which 

focus the crisis in Okonkwo's life. There is the first the 

killing of Ikernafuna. Brought a hostage from a neigbouring 

village, Ikernafuna, in Okonkwo's eyes, displays all those 

characteristics which his son Nwoye lacks and which he associates 

with his father, Unoka. Under Ikernafuna's influence Nwoye "grows 

like a yarn tendril in the rainy season." But the village deity 

eventually decrees that Ikernafuna must be sacrificed. Okonkwo is 

warned that he must take no part in the killing. Ye t for f ear of 

appearing weak and cowardly Okonkwo joins in the killing and 

administers the blow which kills the boy: 

Why had Okonkwo withdrawn to the rear? 

Ikernafuna felt his legs melting under h i m. 

And he was afraid to look back. As the 

man who had cleared his throat drew up and 

rais e d his rnat chet, Okonkwo looked away . 
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He heard the blow. The pot fell and broke 

in the sand. He heard Ikemafuna cry, 'My 

father, they have killed me!' Dazed with 

fear, Okonkwo drew his matchet and cut him 

down. He was afraid of being thought 

weak. (p. 43.) 

The scene is rendered with a terseness which makes the 

horror of it all the more compelling: Okonkwo has participated in 

killing a boy he has grown to love. And he has challenged the 

authority of the Oracle by participating in the killing, an action 

for which, as his friend Obierika points out in a voice prophetic 

of the doom which will overtake Okonkwo, the "goddess wipes out 

whole families." (p.61) 

This is the most drama tic of the related scenes in the 

first part of the book -- others deal with subduing the Obanje 

spirit in Okonkwo's daughter, Ezinma; with the child's seizure by 

the Priestess of the Oracle and the Hills (where Okonkwo's 

capacity for tenderness shows itself for the only time in the 
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book); the shot fired deliberately by Okonkwo at his wife whom he 

has beaten for destroying a banana tree and who has made a snide 

allusion to guns which never fired. Ironically when he means not 

to kill -- when he is participating in a funeral service for a 

dead kinsmen -- his gun explodes killing the man's son and he is 

forced to flee the community. Thus the first part closes. What 

Achebe establishes in this section of the novel is the dynamics of 

clan life. What we see revealed in this dynamics is a pervading 

masculine principle, a principle symbolised by the yam: "Yam, 

king of crops, was a man's crop". A man's wealth, status and 

reputation depended upon his possession of yams. Yams are food 

and a man who "could feed his family on yams from one harvest to 

another was a very great man indeed." But, as well, "yams stood 

for manliness". With yams, which are wealth, a man could take 

titles in the clan -- he could achieve power and influence the 

conduct of the affairs of the clan. Conversely a man without yams 

was not able to take titles: he was described as "agbala" a word 

which denotes "a woman", a man without titles. 
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The two concepts are linked, however: to possess a female 

disposition is undesirable if not wholly unacceptable. Yet a 

parad6x is apparent in the opposition between the man who 

possesses wealth and the one who does not: while there is a 

persistent emphasis on male activities -- on farming, the gaining 

of wives and children, on courage and resourcefulness in war and 

sport -- all activity is ultimately judged acceptable or not to 

"Ani, the Earth Goddess and source of all fertility ... Ultimate 

judge of morality and conduct." 

In other words a powerful female principle pervades the 

clan and sits in judgement of events in the community. This is 

evoked most powerfully in the closing scenes of the first part of 

the book when Okonkwo offends the Earth Goddess in killing the son 

of a clansman. "The er ime was of two kinds, male and female. 

Okonkwo had committed the female because it was inadvertent 11 and 

thus he is forced to flee from the clan to a banisment of seven 

years. This scene is foreshadowed when Ezinma, his favorite child 

is taken from her home by Chielo, a village trader and neighbour 
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of Okonkwo and his family, possessed as Priestess of Agbala, the 

"Oracle of Hills and Caves" in who resides the power of the female 

principle summed up, approriately, by Unchendu at the close of the 

second Part of the novel when Okonkwo is about to end his seven 

years banishment and return to the Umuofia: 

It's true that a child belongs to its 

father. But when a father beats his 

child, it seeks sympathy in its mother's 

hut. A man belongs to his fatherland when 

things are good and life is sweet . But 

when there is sorrow and bitterness he 

finds refuge in his motherland. Your 

mother is there to protect you. And that 

is why we say that mother is supreme. 

· Part Two of Things Fall Apart is situated in Mbanta and 

here we learn of the arrrival of the whit e man , and of t h e 

religion and system of colonial government that are gradually 

introduced into the area. The economy of Achebe's prose and his 
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restraint in telling his story belies the complexity of the issues 

evoked. Because the coming of the foreigners is gradual the 

processes by which these new values are established are insidious. 

First the missionaries, Smith and then Brown, the former a 

tolerant man to the extent that he is prepared to argue his case 

and what is more to show interest in understanding the religous 

practices of those he has come to convert. (Doubtless as Wren 

demonstrates through his researches, a missionary such as G. T. 

Basden would be a model for such a man). But Smith is replaced by 

Brown in due course and he is a fire and brimstone Christian, 

militant in his need to impose an exacting kind of religion on the 

Igbo communities which form the six villages. Okonkwo think they 

are idiots and, in typical brusque fashion discounts them. Not so 

his son Nwoye. For him: 

It was not the mad logic of the Trinity 

that capitvated him. He did not 

understand it. It was the poetry of the 

new religion, something felt in the 
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in the da rkness and in fear seemed to 

answer a vague and persistent question 

that haunted his young soul -- the 

question of the twins crying in the bush 

and the question of Ikemafuna who was 

killed. He felt a relief within as t he 

hymn poured into his parched soul. The 

words of the hymn were like drops o f 

frozen rain melting on the dry palate of 

the panting earth. (p. 104) 

Doutbless this is the sort of appeal the new religion 

for many of the members of the community, dismissed as the are 

the likes of Okonkwo -- and the more thoughtful Obierika 

efulefu, worthless people: 

None of his convert s was a man whose word 

was heeded in the assembly of the 

people .... They were mostly the kind of 
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people who were called efulefu, worthless, 

empty men. The imagery of the efulefu in 

the language of the clan was a man who 

sold his matchet and wore the sheath to 

battle. (p.101) 

But gradually men of prominence in the clan join the ranks 

of converts and this together with the establishment of a 

political-judicial sytem administered by Euro.J;;ns (and supported 

by African police) and the introduction of a cash trading economy 

causes things to change irreversibly: "The white man had indeed 

brought a lunatic religion, but he had also built a trading store 

'\, 

and for the first time palm-oil and kernel became things of great 

price, and much money flowed into Umuofia." (p??) 

Okonkwo witnesses, without being able to rationalise them, 

the inevitable processes of historical change. Obierika 

understands this historical process better: 

The white man, he says,"does not even 

speak our tongue. But he says our customs 
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are bad; and our own brothers who have 

taken up his religion also say our customs 

are bad. How do you think we can fight 

when our own brothers have turned against 

us? The white man is very clever. He 

came quietly and peacefully with his 

religion. We were amused at his 

foolishness and allowed him to stay ...• 

Now he has won our brothers, and our clan 

can no longer act like one. He has put a 

knife on the thing that held us together 

and we have fallen apart. (pp. 124 -126) 

The new religion has sufficient appeal to undermine 

traditional religion. At the same time, through the incentives of 

the new value placed on palm-oil and palm-kernels, the acquisitive 

nature of the society is enhanced. The traditional balance is 

upset. The male princple gains precedence over the female which 

heretofore provided the ethical and moral basis of conduct and 
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acted as a restraint on the male principle. 

Okonkwo's return to Umuofia after his seven years of 

banishment in Part Three, is less auspicious than he hoped it 

would be. Umuofia has changed more than he had been prepared to 

believe despite what he saw of the activities of Europeans in 

Mbanta. But he bears it well. Achebe again shows us the heroic 

side of Okonkwo's nature -- he has borne reversals of fortune and 

personal calamities which would have crushed a less resilient 

spirit. Nevertheless, "it seemed to him as if his chi might be 

making amends for past disasters." 

This forecast proves ironic. The climax of the story is 

reached when, after a sacred python -- the embodiment of a sacred 

spirit -- is killed by a Christian, reprisal is taken by the 

villagers who burn the Christian church. The District Officer 

calls Okonkwo and other elders to his office on the pretext that 

he wishes to discuss the aniamosities between the two factions but 

behaves treacherously by putting them in jail and in irons. 

Following this, for Okonkwo there is nothing left but battle: "As 
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he lay on his bamboo bed he thought about the treatment he had 

received in the white man's court, and he swore vengeance. If 

Umuofia decided on war, all would be well. But if they chose to 

be cowards he would go out and avenge himself." At first it seems 

as if the gathered remnant of the clan share Okonkwo's feelings. 

A Court Messenger suddenly appears to break up their meeting: 

"In a flash Okonkwo drew his matchet. The 

messenger crouched to avoid the blow. I 

was useless. Okonkwo's matchet descended 

twice and the man's head lay beside his 

uniformed body ••.• [Oknokwo] knew that 

Umuofia would not go to war. He knew 

because they had let the other messengers 

escape. They had broken into tumult 

instead of action. He discerned fright in 

that tumult. He heard voices asking: 

'Why did he do it?' He wiped his matchet 

on the sand and went away. 
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Okonkwo hangs himself, an abominated form of death, 

ironically earning for himself what he had sought all his life to 

avoid , a dishonourable burial like his father Unoka . Obierika 

speaks his litany: "That man was one of the greatest men in 

Umuofia. You drove him to kill himself; and now he will be buried 

like a dog .•.. " 

The District Commissioner, a student of primitive customs 

and amateur anthropologist, is more interested in the custom which 

forbids Okonkwo's clasnmen to cut his body down from the tree on 

which he hanged himself than he is in the death of the man 

himself. 

The final paragraphs of the novel reveal an irony of a 

kind different than that specified by Obierika. The dangling body 

of Okonkwo is merely an "undignified detail" to the D.C.who plans 

to write a book on the Pacification of the Primitive Tribes of the 

Lower Niger. In this book Okonkwo's story will make" 

interesting reading. One could almost write a whole chapter on 

him. Perhaps not a whole chapter but a reasonable paragraph, at 
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any rate. There was so much to include, and one must be firm in 

cutting out details. (p.147) 

As Wren claims, the crucial act of the novel is not 

Okonkwo's rash ending which has been well-prepared for and comes 

as no surprise. Rather it is: 

"Nwoye's defection which symoblises the 

new anarchy" -- the poetic and spiritual 

appeal of Christianity. Whether or not 

Christianity could have established itse lf 

without the support of government t r oops 

is not at issue. It is one of the ironies 

and vagaries of history that such 

discussion, fruitful as it may be in the 

abstract, has no place in an imaginat ive 

reconstruction of the kind Achebe provides 

here . What he is concerned to show is how 

the social, religious and political 

institutions of Igbo culture worked a nd 
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how they responded to the encroachments of 

Europe. He shows us a system of civil and 

spiritual conduct that worked, one not 

without its human and spiritual 

deficiencies (what system is without 

faults and ambiguities?) but one which had 

dignity, and honour and above all pride in 

itself." 

The meaning of the book is sustained by the consumate 

control Achebe has over his materials as these are presented in a 

English which is approriate to all of the moods and modes of the 

story and which accounts for its complete convincingness. Achebe 

has said in many places that the words must sound right in his ear 

before he sets them down. His statement about the kind of English 

appropriate to the writer's task is well-known but worth setting 

down again: 

"The price a world language must be 

prepared to pay is submission to many 
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differemt kinds of use. The African 

writer should aim to use English in a way 

that brings out his message best without 

altering the language to the extent that 

its value as a medium for international 

exchange will be lost. He should aim at 

fashioning out an English which is at once 

universal and able to carry his peculiar 

experience." 

This what Achebe does. There are many different voices in 

his writing, voices exactly appropriate to the contexts in which 

language is used. 

Things Fall Apart (and Arrow of God) is an account of 

colonial history from the point of view of the colonised rather 

than the coloniser (as defined, partially, in The Pacification of 

the Primtive Tribes of the Lower Niger) and by inference through 

the novel itself. As one critic has observed we have in the novel 

"the perspective of African ontology instead of Eureocentric 
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historiography." That ontology consists of a novel which explores 

the philosophical principles of an African community, unique and 

autonomous at the outset. The discussion, direct and inferred, 

does not have the depth of the third novel, Arrow of God -- and it 

was for that reason Achebe says he returned to the theme in his 

third book. But it does account for the unity of the n ovel and is 

the chief determinant of its form. The language and the style of 

the novel derive (with the exception of the scenes devoted to the 

missionaries and to the District Commissioner) from the Igbo 

world. Onkonkwo's story is a tragic story because it has to do 

with the falling apart of a society of which he is an embodiment, 

albeit at times in an extreme form. And the tragic theme is 

supported by the collective wisdom of the clan presented in a 

series of proverbs all of which are, as the Ghanaian critic Kofi 

Awooner has pointed out, "concerned with achieved status." 

Moreover, they are associated with the concept of the "chi": "The 

sun will shine on those who stand, before it shines on those who 

kneel under them"; "If a child washed his hands, he could eat with 
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kings"; "A man who pays his respects to the great paves the way 

for his own greatness"; " The lizard who jumped from the high 

iroko tree to the ground said he would praise himself if no one 

else did"; "As a man danced so the drums were beaten for him". 

Awooner goes 

"These are samples that are woven into the 

fabric of Achebe's story. They point up 

the significant aspects of the novel, 

those that deal with the Igbo value 

system, status and achievement and the 

role of each individual being's life, the 

expression of harmony or disharmony 

between him and the gods and in particular 

as it reflects the disposition of his 

personal deity, mission, or destiny in 

this world." (p. 268) 

Achebe's control of the materials of his novel is such 

that he can evoke a number of authorial positions, thus presenting 
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a number of perspectives, employing a pluralistic principle to 

reveal the complexity of sensibilities, communal and individual, 

in the society. And these are dominated by an insistent, 

multi-levelled irony which reveals on the one hand how mankind I s 

best efforts on behalf of his beliefs are often thwarted and 

always subject to the inevitable flux of history -- irony of the 

tragic kind which sees an exceptional man destroyed by forces he 

cannot contain, supported by a carefully integrated pattern of 

minor ironies -- the irony of the appeal of Christianty to Nwoye 

in whom Oknokwo would place his best hopes, the accidental 

shootings which ultimately lead to Okonkwo's banishment; the 

general irony made explicit in the closing paragraphs of the book 

but irnplici t in the encounter between Africa and Europe where 

Christianity (in conjunction with trade) is seen as a "civilising 

agent" which acts as a catalyst in altering irrevocably a 

civilisation which had strength and cohesion -- and dignity and 

pride and beauty. 

Achebe's vision is impartial but informed: he sees the 
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inevitable processes of history which he presents without idealism 

or sentimentality. He is the most trustworthy of historical 

witnesses. 

No Longer at Ease (1960) is the personal story of 

Okonkwo's grandson, Obi Okonkwo. Obi is the first from h is 

village to achieve an overseas education paid for by the village 

and their representatives, the Umuofia Progressive Union in Lagos, 

the capital city. The villagers have taxed themselves to provide 

Obi's education and expect repayment in various forms, both in 

terms of cash and in terms of the influence Obi will be able to 

wield in a government job. Obi has read English in London (a 

diappointment to his village seniors -- they had hoped he would 

study the law) but are mollified to some extent when he obtains an 

appointment as Secretary to the government's Scholarship 

Board. He sets out with high principles and resolves not to 

succumb to the burge oning corruption which is fast becoming 

endemic in administrative and political cir cles in the country. 

But very qui ckly he fall into debt -- he must repay his loan to 
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the Union; he must send money to his parents to meet some of their 

expenses; he must provide school fees for his junior siblings; he 

indulges in a style of living more extravagent than he can afford: 

he rents a flat which reflects his social/professional status and 

buys a car which is more expensive than he can manage). His life 

is further complicated by his love for Clara, an~' an outcast 

because she is a descendant of slaves within the Ibo community. 

His friends and the Union disapprove of this liaison. His mother 

threatens to kill herself if he marries Clara. Pressures mount on 

Obi; his intellectual and moral opposition to bribery collapses 

and he succumbs to the corruption he has once despised. He is 

charged with accepting bribes and put on trial. 

This is where the novel begins and it becomes an 

examination of the question posed at the outset of the book: "how 

a young man of your education and brilliant promise could have 

done this?" The story is situated in the years immediately before 

Nigeria gained independence from British colonial rule. One would 

have expected that optimism would be in the air and that someone 
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with Obi's youth, education and nominal idealism would represent 

that spirit. Indeed to some extent this is so as is revealed in 

the discussion between Obi and his friends Christopher a n d J oseph 

who consider the implications and possibilities inherent in the 

impending transfer of political power. 

The story of Obi is worked out, however, in terms of a 

contemporary tragedy described by Obi himself with ironic 

foreshadowing: 

Real tragedy is never resolved. I t 

goes on hopelessly forever. Conventional 

tragedy is too easy. The hero dies and we 

feel a purging of the emotions. A real 

tragedy takes place in a corner, in an 

untidy spot, to quote W.H. Aude n. The 

rest of the world is unaware of it." 

Achebe examines a number of related problems in the novel 

and these are encompassed in the implications of the title of the 

novel taken from T.S.Eliot's poem," The Journey of the Magi": 
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We returned to our places, these kingdoms, 

But no longer at ease here, in the old 

dispensation, 

With an alien people clutching their gods, 

I should be glad of another death. 

The quotation suggests Obi's deracinated state. But in fact 

everyone in the novel suffers in greater or lesser degree from a 

confusion of values as they try to accomodate themselves to a new, 

material culture where traditional verities have given way to the 

complexities of modern life. 

Obi's problem is that he approaches everything from an 

intellectual position; he discourses on things and relies heavily 

on western literary allusions to define his current position and 

to account for phenomena he observes around him. Because of this 

attitude, his various moral positions are incapable of standing 

the pressure of being tested. S o that while he takes 

intellectually defensible positions with reference to corruption, 

to Clara and (initally) his parents response to his determination 
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to marry her; to his various professional and personal 

obligations, he is not able to follow through. He is alienated 

from his traditional roots and unable to reconile the contending 

forces in the modern world where his life is conducted. 

The fragmented world in which Obi (and the other 

characters) find themselves is a result of the process initiated 

in Things Fall Apart. There are contradictions everywhere. The 

spiritual duality of traditional Igbo l ife has been replaced by a 

crass and debased form. As Achebe has said, the society "has lost 

one set of values and has not yet acquired a new one or rather has 

acquired a perverted set of values." And as with Things Fall 

Apart Achebe's aim was to show his society what it had lost as a 

result of colonial rule . In No Longer at Ease he shows his 

society what, as it were, it has gained. And the gain is a 

terrible loss as the story of Obi Okonkwo reveals. Through Obi's 

various experiences -- with the Examinations Board, with Clara, 

with his parents, with his friends (Christopher, Joseph and the 
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Hon Sam Okoli) -- Achebe examines a variety of related concerns 

which go to make up the new Nigeria on the eve of its 

• Independence. The story is of Obi's tragedy but it is also about 

the tragedy of the society. It is a story of accommodation to 

materialism; of bribery and of moral confusion. We see a society 

stri v ing in various ways to discover a new modus vivendi 

Individual contracts are what are struck. It is an every-man-for-

himself kind of world. The duality of the Igbo world assumes a 

new and discredited form in the secular and not the spiritual 

world. The attempt is not to accommodate the forces of the spirit 

world, by making recognition of the fact that every moral position 

has its implied opposite. Rather the new secular recognition 

posits that an action may be wrong and in participating in this 

world one may do discredit to oneself. But only if one is caught 

in the act. 

The revelations of the book proceed from Obi's discussions 

with his friends, his experiences in his job and his social life 

and from his introspections, his self-scrutiny. The focus of the 
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book ( and the structure) is Obi in thought and action (or 

inaction). The range of topics discussed are politics and the 

possibilities of independence; morality -- with bribery at the 

centre of the discussion; religion (at least the influence of 

Christianty in a modified form which determines and undermines 

Obi's relations with Clara); materialism as opposed to morality 

and in connection with bribery: and all of these as meditation on 

them shapes and destroys Obi. 

What is apparent in the confusion of values which exists 

in the society is the certitude with which each representative 

member holds his own particular view. The kind of harmony 

characteristic of the councils of Umuofia are no longer apparent 

here; and certainly not in the heterogeoeous society of Lagos. 

Talk, which produced collective decision and agreement in 

,.11\.: 

Okonkwo's time, is now merely talk for its own sake. 

On his return from London Obi is expected to use 

impressive speech whe n he addresses the Umuofia Porgressive Union: 

substance does not matter. Talk among the Umuofian e l ders (with 
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whom Obi meets on his first visit home after his return from 

abroad) is invidious: it consists of comparisons between Obi and 

his illustrious grandfather, a specious comparison as it turns 

out. When Obi and Christopher discuss the question of the 

morality associated with accepting bribes t heir discussion is 

intellectual: "If the applicant is getting the job, anyway, there 

is no harm in accepting money from him •... No man wants to part 

with his money. If you accept money from a man you make him 

poorer. But if you go to bed with a girl who asks for it, I don't 

see that you've done any harm." 

Moral compromise is everywhere . The President of the 

Umuofian Progessive Union says that "I am against people reaping 

where they have not sown. But we have a saying that if you want 

to eat a toad you should look for a fat a juicy one." The 

proverbs cited to support the current and conventional morality 

have become debased and reflect how far collective morality 

supports and sustains current corruption. 

The irresoluteness in the society is reflected at a more 
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elevated level, in Obi's musings on questions of leadership: 

'Where does one begin? With the masses." 

Educate the masses?" He shook his head. 

"Not a chance there. It would take 

centuries. A handful of men at the top. 

Or even one man with vision -- an 

enlightened dictator. People are scared 

of the word nowadays. But what kind of 

democracy can exist side by side with so 

much corruption and ignorance?' When 

Obi's reasoning reached this point he 

reminded himself that England had been as 

corrupt not so long ago. He was not 

really in the mood for consecutive 

reasoning. His mind was impatient to roam 

in a more pleasant landscape. 

And Obi's own irresoluteness -- which is to account, in a 

more profound form, for his personal ultimate disgrace -- is a 
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reflection of the society at large and of his refusal (or 

inability) to face up to the issue as these musings suggest. 

One cannot look to the degage intellectual. Nor, if the Hon . Sam 

Okoli is typical, to the new breed of politician/leader for much 

help from him caught up as he is with personal enhancement in a 

material world. 

However much Achebe displays the world in which Obi lives 

and however much Obi's experiences display a society about which 

Achebe has many hopes and fears, it is Oqi's personal story which 

is the centre of his concern. Obi has lost connection with his 

society. Before leaving for London his responses to the world 

around him have been genuine. He is upset by the Lagos slums he 

sees for the first time and offended by the social conduct of his 

friend Joseph and his "penumatic bosomed" ladies. As Rosemary 

Colmar points out , in what is perhaps the most exact exegesis of 

the novel, on his return from England with an Honours degree in 

English literature, Obi affects a literary response to the world 

around him and his moral code becomes disaffected and ultimately 
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unserviceable. 

All of Achebe's novels are structures of irony but the 

narrative mode of the novels depends on the effect he wishes to 

create. Okonkwo's and Ezeulu's stories in Things Fall Apart and 

Arrow of God are linear narratives moving patiently forward in 

time (despite the fact that much analepsis is employed for the 

sake of fleshing out actions past but affective to the narrative 

at a specific point in its progress). The ironic affect is 

cumulative and no final solutions recommended to the problems 

posed in the books. That is Achebe's point. History does not 

work in that way. Whatever happens to the individual characters 

in the books -- and Achebe has said he is primarily interested in 

the life that fails because a certain grandeur is possible in the 

individual's response to the event which overtakes and overwhelms 

him -- history demands adjustment in forms ranging from the 

quiescent to cataclysmic. 

In No Longer At Ease, however, there is a final solution: 

Obi's damnation. The ironic effect is achieved through 
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The novel begins with Obi on trial for 

crimes committed and the trial ends with Obi's conviction for the 

charges laid. Furthermore, the crimes with which Obi is charged 

occurs late in the book and the last four pages of the novel bring 

it to a swift conlusion. Achebe is concerned to show why and how 

the charge came about: how it was that a young man of such 

brilliant promise could waste his chances so blatantly. 

All of the events in the novel lead up to and away from 

Obi's crucial recognition that "his mind was troubled ... by the 

discovery that there was nothing in him with which to challenge 

honestly" the moral dilemmas in which he finds himself. 

The events which prepare for this recognition devolve 

around his relations with Clara and his parents. Clara is "osu", 

born into a family of traditional cult slaves. Thus she is 

unacceptable as a wife to Obi. He is warned about this 

relationship by Joseph who says that Obi will offend the 

traditions a nd beliefs of the clan if he marries her. Obi 

a ttempts to brazen it out and believes that he might gain his 
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mother's approval. But his mother states that if he marries Clara 

she will kill herself. When he hears this and despite the 

rationalised hopes he had entertained to this point, Obi's resolve 

collapses. He sees Clara through a nasty abortion and then 

deserts her. Ironically his mother dies at about the same time. 

He now comes to see his life as "sheer humbug"; he has nothing to 

sustain him: he succumbs to accepting bribes, is caught, charged, 

tried and found guilty. His becomes the tragedy worked out in an 

untidy spot. He is consigned to ignominy. 

Obi's relationship with his mother is crucial to the 

resolution of his life and to the plot. Professor Colmar writes: 

Obi's deep feeling for his mother 

involves a genuine empathy which he cannot 

express in glib phrases. It is Achebe's 

image, not Obi's, by which we learn that 

his mother's frailty pains him so deeply 

that 'henceforth he wore her sadness round 

his neck like a necklace of stone' (p. 
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5 5 ) ••• He remembers that when he was a 

child she cut herself on an old razor 

blade he had left in his pocket. Pain, 

guilt and sorrow ore the sources of his 

affection for her •• .. The nature of Obi's 

tie with his mother has always involved 

his hidden guilt for having been the cause 

of her injury by his carelessness. Her 

illness has threatened his ideas of the 

permanence of life; he is shocked and 

unbelieving when he finds her ill and 

frail on his first visit to Umuofia. Now 

she is threatening him with the guilt of 

having caused her death. Again he will be 

guilty of shedding her blood: " I f you do 

this t h ing while I am alive, you will have 

my blood on your head, because I shall 

kill myself. 
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Professor Colmar further remarks that the literary 

formulas of his life no longer work. He no longer finds 

consolation in the poetry of Houseman which had formerly sustained 

him. He destroys the nationalistic "Hymn to Nigeria" which he had 

written in London." •.. Obi is in new moral territory. He has 

abandonned his ideals symbolically in the destruction of his poem. 

At once he begins to abandon the practical expression of those 

ideals. The chief result of the crisis in Obi's life was that it 

made him examine critically for the first time the mainspring of 

his actions. And in doing so he uncovered a good deal that he 

could only regard as sheer humbug. 

Obi's treacherous tears which betray him at the outset of 

the novel as the trial begins remain the sole remnant of his moral 

awareness . Not everything is "sheer humbug" as he thought he had 

found out. His tragedy, while it may lack grandeur as has been 

noted, is more than merely untidy. The tears indicate an 

awaremeness of personal potential greater than has been realised 

and Obi, we can only suppose because of that awareness is left to 
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live with his abnegation forever. 

The significance of the title of the novel, taken from 

T.S.Eliot's "Journey of the Magi", has been noted by many critics 

of the novel. The poem defines Eliot's belief that the past is 

defined not only be its pastness but as well by its presentness. 

Achebe annexes this notion and exemplifies it in the story of Obi: 

the historical forces set in motion in Things Fall Apart, 

inevitable and inexorable, continue into the present; awareness of 

the past helps not to resolve ambiguities and anomalies but rather 

to further complicate them. The anarchy which is unleashed upon 

the earth becomes more anarchic. Moroever, the possibilities for 

resolution in the future, given the fate which overtakes Obi or 

which he brings down on his own head through his failure to 

resolve these anomalies suggest that this sort of anarchy will 

compound itself and will be compounded in the future. 

Achebe returns, however, to the past in his third novel 

Arrow of God, possibly the most consumate expression of the craft 

of fiction of its generation where all of the elements of the 
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Here Achebe evokes a world much 

like that of Oknonkwo's but a more dynamic world, evoked in 

comprehensive detail, a world redolent of the complexities of 

daily domestic, social, political and religious living, but 

further complicated by the religious and political proscriptions 

which the presence of the colonial force have introduced into Igbo 

society and which are now institutionalized. Arrow of God ... 

"goes back to the past, not as remotely as [ Things Fall Apart] 

[because] I've learned to think that my first book is no longer 

adequate. I've learned a lot more about these particular people 

.•. my ancestors." The dynamics of the life of the people of 

Umuaro are rendered with vivid detail for the purpose of 

displaying the tragedy of Ezeulu, Chief Priest of Ulu and the 

spiritual and political leader of his people. Ulu is a deity 

created as a protector when the six villages which go to make up 

Umuaro banded together in the past for mutual protection against 

slave raiders. When we meet him Ezeulu's power is supreme . But 

secure as his power and influence are, he is compelled to defend 
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it against Nwaka, a wealthy Chief and principal supporter of 

Ezidemili, Chief Priest of the god Idemili, a once powerful diety 

whom Ulu has displaced. 

The novel is a meditation on the nature and uses of power, 

and on the responsibility of the person who wields it. Ezeulu 

becomes engaged in a struggle for power with both the people of 

his village and the Officers of the British Political Service. 

Always sensitive to the source of his power by virtue of the 

reasons for it being given to him, Ezeulu is forced to try to 

reconcile the contending impulses in his own nature to serve the 

needs of his own people as their protecting deity and his human 

desire for greater personal power through pushing his authority to 

its very limits. Out of _ this attempt to reconcile these 

contending impulses his tragedy arises. 

The novel is posed at that moment in time when an attempt 

at resolution of the dilemma is forced on him. For reasons 

elaborated a little later, Ezeulu is put in jail at British 

administrative headquarters. During his period of imprisonment 
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two new moons pass, two sacred yarns, by which ceremony the 

calendar year passes and the planting season is determined, remain 

uneaten while Ezeulu determines to thwart both the British 

administration and, more importantly, his own clansmen. On his 

return to his village after being released by the British, and 

despite the warm welcome accorded him, Ezeulu determines to eat 

the two yarns in sequence thus delaying the harvest. New yarns rot 

in the ground and the clan is faced with a famine. Ultimately the 

clan - - and his god, Ulu, -- abandon Ezeulu. The Christian 

mission offers succour to members of the clan, some of whom bring 

thanksgiving offerings to the Christian mission. It is at the 

time when Ezeulu wrestles with his conscience, seeking to respond 

to the absolute need of his people to harvest their annual food 

supply and yet determined to honour his god by observing and 

defending absolute custom with reference to the eating of t he 

ceremonial yarns which determine the appropriat e rhythms of the 

seasons. He makes the wrong choice and his tragic end results. 

Achebe displays the processes, both social and psychological, 
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which bring down the Priest-leader and his god. 

Ezeulu's creation is memorialised in the "Feast of the 

Pumpkin Leaves," an annual celebration at which the village is 

reminded of the powers which have been conferred on the priest, 

powers which combine the priestly and the political. The 

reenactment of the creation ceremony of Ulu concludes: 

"The mounting tension which had gripped 

the entire market place and seemed to 

send its breath going up, up and up 

exploded with the last beat of the drum 

and released a vast and deep breathing 

down . But the moment of relief was very 

short-lived. The crowd seemed to rouse 

itself quickly to the knowledge that their 

Chief Priest was safe in his shrine, 

triumphant over the sins of Umuaro which 

he was now burying deep into the earth 

with the s ix bunches of leaves." (p. 90) 
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Ezeulu is regarded as half -man, half-god: when he dances 

the ritual of Ulu into existence this quality is represented by 

his painting "the left-half of his body -- from forehead to toe--

•.• with white chalk." (87) His friend Akuebue stresses the link 

between man and god, (a relationship which is in fact accepted by 

all his kinsmen): "I am your friend," Akuebue · said, " and I can 

talk to you as I like; but that does not mean I forget t hat one 

half of you is man and the other half is spirit." 

A religious ambience pervades the society a n d Achebe, as 

Kofi Awooner points out, through his dramatization of Ezeulu ' s 

function in the community is able "to centralize the theological 

arguments that emerge in an African religious sit uation which 

outsiders may think is devoid of intellectual debate." Awooner 

goes on: 

"One of the most important functions of 

th e priest-medium in most African 

societies is the running of the sacre d 
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race, a duty that vividly underscores the 

scapegoat concept and at the same time 

emphasizes the priest's divine role and 

the sharing of the essence of his god. 

The priest's apparent immunity to the 

severe visceral angers of his god is 

revealed in the race. It also symbolises 

his struggle on behalf of his deity 

against malevolent forces that are bent on 

undermining the god's benevolent work and 

place in the community. The priest 

maintains an eternal spiritual state, a 

condition of purity at all times, which 

enables him to transmit regular messages 

and interpretations of events past, 

present and future. The spiritual state 

expresses his readiness to be "used" by 

the god; induction into states of trance, 
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of somnolent suspension, of spiritual 

dying in order to be reborn with knowledge 

and affirmation of the god's purpose for 

man, emphasizes the bearer or carrier 

concept. In essence, the priest, even 

though t h e supervisory agent in divine 

affairs, is the one who makes himself 

available for the symbolic sacrifices that 

are demanded regularly of the diety. On 

the occasion of greater festivals, the 

priest's role is the carrier, the bearer 

of terrible truths . Publicly, on behalf 

of the people, he bears the sacrifice and 

undergoes the purification and runs the 

symbolic race." (Awooner, p. 275) 

But as Achebe has said "we make the gods we worship" and, 

recognising that, Ezeulu has persistent cause to meditate of the 

nature of his power: 
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Whenever Ezeulu considered the immensity 

of his power over the year and the crops 

and, therefore, over the people he 

wondered if it was real. It was true he 

named the day for the Feast of the Pumpkin 

Leaves and the New Yam feast; but he did 

not choose the day. He was merely a 

watchman . His power was no more t he power 

of a child over a goat that was said to be 

his. As long as the goat was a live it was 

his; he would find it food and take care 

of it. But the day it was slaughtered he 

would know who the real owner was. No! 

the Chief Priest of Ulu was more than 

that. If he should refuse to name the 

day there would be no festival -- no 

planting and no reaping. But could he 

refuse? No Chief Priest had ever refused. 
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So it could not be done. He would not 

dare." ( p. 3) 

As well as offering a statment of the ambiguous nature of 

the priest's powers, the passage presages the way in which events 

in the novel will unfold. Circumstances arrange themselves in 

such a way that Ezeulu's consideration of his powers becomes more 

than speculation. With the presence of the white man and with his 

recognition that here is an influence which will alter and reshape 

his society, Ezeul u is determined that he will understand this 

influence and turn it to his own profit (and that of the 

villages). One of the ways he seeks to achieve this is by sending 

his son Oduche to the Christian mission school. Though his 

motives are misconstrued by Nwaka and Ezidemili, Ezeulu is again 

acting out of concern for the clan and his moltives are political. 

I want one of my sons to join these people and be 

my eye there. If there is nothing in it you will 

come back. But if there is something there you 

will bring home my share. The world is like a 


